Point of use accessories and workshop series

Turnkey solutions for end-to-end production efficiency
Point of use accessories

A comprehensive range of accessories for hooking up your compressed air network to the final point of use. The new point of use accessories are designed to complement the AIRnet piping system and provide end-to-end solutions for all your compressed air distribution needs.

These accessories are specifically introduced
 to ensure the highest efficiency of your distribution network
 to protect your downstream equipment
 to complement the performance of your compressed air equipment

Customer benefits
 AIRnet is now a one-stop solution for all your compressed air distribution needs
 All products are designed to ensure the optimum efficiency of your distribution network
 Full range of accessories to cater to all industry segments
 All products are manufactured according to EU standards ensuring highest reliability
 Strong distribution and service network across the globe

Maintenance units

Excellent air quality for every application

Achieve maximum compressed air quality and outstanding working results with our filters and maintenance units – from prefilters and microfilters through to activated carbon filters.

Service units

Pressure regulators
Filter regulator
Filter regulator - Lubricator
Connecting & joining technology
User-friendly and safe
For all connections on tools, hoses and machines – from the simple nipple to the more complex safety quick-action coupling.

Hoses and workshop equipment
For a perfectly organised workplace
For private use and professional workshop applications – hard-wearing fabric hoses, flexible Super-Flex hoses or durable polyurethane hoses for every application. For optimal workplace organisation and ergonomic work – hose rewinders, power and air supply units and tractions.

Hoses
- PVC hoses
- Rubber hoses
- High pressure hoses
- Spiral hoses

Hose reels
- Automatic
- Manual

Workshop equipment
- Power and air supply unit
Pipe sockets
Innovative and flexible – for greater economic efficiency
Install perfect compressed air outlets in the pipe system for each workplace – versatile pipe sockets are fully compatible with the AIRnet pipe system and various attachment parts, and can be extended by fitting additional outlet components.

Socket boxes
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Pipes and fittings

- PA pipe
- PA pipe - black
- PA rolled pipe
- PA fittings

For detailed product catalogue visit the website